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Towing Mirrors

•No suction cups, straps, or plastic sleeves that shake and break
•Two heavy-duty, adjustable clamps attach to different mirror shapes
HAMU980 Universal Clamp-on Towing Mirror, Each $42.95

Universal Towing Mirrors

•Designed for large and uniquely shaped mirrors 7-10" tall
•Adjustable mirror allows you to customize your view
•Secured by rubber straps to your existing mirror in seconds
HAMU952 Adjustable Clip-on Mirror, Each $18.95

Adjustable Clip-on Mirror

Front view on existing mirror

Back view on existing mirror

Clip-on Towing Mirror

Easy adjustable arms for many applications. Rubber straps secure clip-
on mirror to your existing mirror. Works best on 3"- 8" tall mirrors.
HAMU950 Clip-on mirror, Each $15.95

Front view on existing mirror

Back view on existing mirror

Stick-on Hotspot Mirrors

•Eliminate your blind spot for safer driving, passing, & changing lanes
•Wedge style is great for small mirrors such as cars.
HAMU102 2" round convex with stick-on mounting $1.99

HAMU002 1½"x2" wedge convex with stick-on mounting $1.99

HAMU102 HAMU002

Heavy Duty Back-Up Alarm

•Produces powerful beeping sound (97 decibel) when vehicle is in 
reverse to alert pedestrians and help prevent accidents
•Automatically adjusts to a voltage range of 12 to 24 volts.
MABA97 Back-up Alarm $20.95

Extendable Replacement Mirrors
These OEM designed and manufactured mirrors enable you to replace your entire mirror with this revolutionary 
extendable towing mirror. These mirrors simply slide in and out quickly and easily! Sold as pairs.

Extendable Replacement mirrors are not recommended for vehicles with additional features such as memory, turn signals, and puddle lights.

10"x10" Mirror 
Approximately 22" Extended

All mirrors are this style except HAME717 HAME717 only

Application Guide Year Manual Price Electric Price
Heated / 
Electric Price

Chevy/GMC
Silverado,Sierra
Suburban,Tahoe,Yukon,Yukon XL

99-02
00-02

HAME801 $369.00 HAME701 $399.00

Silverado,Sierra,Suburban,Tahoe
Yukon,Yukon XL

03-07 HAME801 $369.00 HAME702 $399.00 HAME707 $449.00

Silverado, Sierra, Suburban, Tahoe
Yukon, Yukon XL

07-13  HAME717 $489.00
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•Just slide over your existing mirror.
•No tools required to install! 
•Leaves no marks or holes on your vehicle. 
•Corrosion-resistant.
•Vehicle vibrations will be magnified in extension mirrors.

HAM10971
HAM10972

HAM10801
HAM10802

HAM10501
HAM10502

Towing Mirror Extensions

HAM10901
HAM10902

Use picture of original mirror on outside column to ensure fit. 
Original mirrors sometimes available by special order.

Driver Side Mirror = DRV
Passenger Side Mirror = PAS

Driver  & Passenger Side Mirror = Pair

HAM10000

HAM11000

HAM10201
HAM10202

HAM10701
HAM10702

HAM1700
HAM1700

Towing Mirror Extensions

Year ITEM# Side
price 
each

Chevy/GMC
80-95 Chevrolet/GMC pickup & van

	 *Will	not	fit	chrome	mirrors	with	black	trim
 *Fits chrome manual mirrors only

HAM10000 DRV $31.95

HAM10000 PAS $31.95

82-93 Chevy S10 & GMC S15
 *Fits chrome, door mount, two point break-away style

HAM11000 DRV $31.95

HAM11000 PAS $31.95

88-00 Chevy/GMC Full size C/K body style pickup HAM10201 DRV $31.95

92-99 Suburban/Yukon/Kodiak/Tahoe/Cadillac Escalade HAM10202 PAS $31.95

91-04 Astro/Safari Vans
99-07 Silverado/Sierra (07 Old body style only) HAM10801 DRV $35.95

00-07 Tahoe/Suburban/Yukon/Yukon XL/Denali/Escalade/Avalanche
	 *Will	not	fit	full	chrome	or	telescopic	mirrors
 *Fits both full black & chrome capped models

HAM10802 PAS $35.95

03-21 Chevy/GMC Full size Van 1500/2500 HAM1700 PAIR $72.95

06-21 Chevy Full size Van 3500, (02-15 GMC 1500, 03-15 GMC 2500, 06-
15 GMC 3500) **Longview Brand - allow 4-8 business days for delivery**

07-13 Silverado & Sierra (07 New Body Style), Avalanche
Tahoe, Suburban, Denali, Yukon, Yukon XL, Cadillac Escalade
	 *Will	not	fit	telescopic	mirrors

HAM10901 DRV $36.95

HAM10902 PAS $36.95

14-18 Silverado & Sierra with chrome capped or painted mirrors (Excludes 
full chrome mirrors)

HAM10951 DRV $36.95 

HAM10952 PAS $36.95

19-22 Silverado & Sierra HAM10971 DRV $36.95

HAM10972 PAS $36.95

Dodge
86-95 Dodge Pickup & Van

 *86-93 Electric & manual chrome mirrors, 94-95 chrome manual mirrors only
HAM10000 DRV $31.95

HAM10000 PAS $31.95

94-97 Dodge Pickup & Van
 *94-97 Fits both electric & manual black mirrors
 *96-97 Fits the chrome electric mirrors
	 *Will	not	fit	Dodge	Dakota	with	black	sport	mirrors

HAM10300 DRV $31.95

HAM10300 PAS $31.95

94-02 Ram 1500/2500/3500 (Old Body Style) HAM10501 DRV $32.95

98-04 Dakota/Durango (except 04 Durango) HAM10502 PAS $32.95

00-03 Dodge Full Size Van
	 Note:	Will	not	fit	5"x7"	Sport	Mirror	size

02-08 Ram 1500 HAM10701 DRV $35.95

03-08 Ram 2500/3500
 *Except 3500 extendable mirrors

HAM10702 PAS $35.95

09-18 Ram 1500/2500
    *Except 2500 extendable mirrors

HAM11401 DRV $36.95

HAM11402 PAS $36.95

19-22 Ram 1500/2500 base model HAM11451 DRV $36.95

HAM11452 PAS $36.95

Towing Mirror Extensions continued on the next pageHAM11451
HAM11452
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Towing Mirror Extensions

Towing Mirror Extensions

Year ITEM# Side
price 
each

Ford/Lincoln
83-98 Ford Full Size Pickup with chrome door mount, two point, break-

away style
HAM11000
HAM11000

DRV
PAS

$31.95

$31.95

83-91 Ranger with chrome door mount, two point, break-away style
90-97 Aerostar Van HAM11501 DRV $32.95

92-96 Bronco HAM11502 PAS $32.95

92-97 Ford Full Size Pickup
97-04 F-150/250 Light Duty Truck (04 Heritage only) No new body style HAM11601 DRV $32.95

97-02 Expedition,Lincoln Navigator with contour style mirrors only. 
Except STX-style or mirrors with turn signal

HAM11602 PAS $32.95

04-14 F-150 & F250 Light-duty & XLT, new style only, Except STX-style 
mirrors, XL 2WD, Lariat, or Super Duty

HAM11801 DRV $36.95

HAM11802 PAS $36.95

15-19 F-150 HAM11551 DRV $36.95

HAM11552 PAS $36.95

97-08 F-250 & F-350 Super Duty HAM11901 DRV $35.95

00-08 Excursion HAM11902 PAS $35.95

Toyota
00-06
01-07

Tundra (Longview Brand)(sold as a pair only, not available separately)
Sequoia (Longview Brand)(sold as a pair only, not available separately)

HAM4000 Pair $72.95

07-18 Tundra  HAM11301 DRV $47.95

08-17 Sequoia, Except Limited & Platinum Editions & '17 with turn signal HAM11302 PAS $47.95

HAM11000

HAM11501
HAM11502

HAM11601
HAM11602

HAM11801
HAM11802

HAM11301
HAM11302

Replacement Hardware Available for Towing Mirror Extensions

HAM4000

HAM11901
HAM11902

HAM11551
HAM11552

Giving you added vision while towing, custom towing mirrors by CIPA 
slide over your vehicle's existing mirrors. These mirrors are specifically 
designed for the applications listed below. Other fits may vary due to color, 
material, added features, or adjustment variations.

Use picture of original mirror on outside column to ensure fit. 
Original mirrors sometimes available by special order.

Driver Side Mirror = DRV
Passenger Side Mirror = PAS

Driver  & Passenger Side Mirror = Pair

Air Lift Airbags
See page 130
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Rear View Cameras

•7" full color monitor comes with multiple mounts
•120° view, IP69K weatherproof,  night vision heated camera
•Wireless remote for easy operation
•65' camera cable included
•Multiplexer allows you to connect up to 3 cameras
•2 year warranty
MCB3000 7" Rear View camera $318.95

7" Rear View Camera

•7" full color monitor comes with multiple mounts
•120° view, IP68 weatherproof,  night vision heated camera
•No Drill! Camera fits vehicles OEM license plate mounting holes
•Wireless remote for easy operation
•65' camera cable included
•2 year warranty
MCB3010 License Plate Rear View camera $289.00

License Plate Rear View Camera

•Hitch assist increases visibility and eliminates guesswork
•Smart Zone sensing with 3 audible detection zones
•Works well at night using vehicle backup lights
•Plug in simple for vehicle with standard round US Car plug
•Cable is 18' long. Any extra cable needed will be sent at no charge.
•1 year warranty
MC50002 Smart Hitch Camera Kit $192.95

3.5" Smart Hitch Camera

Air Lift PROSeries
See page 132

7" Rear View Camera

•Commercial grade, weather proof, and shock resistant
•7" LCD color auto-dimming monitor displays one camera at a time
•130° view, 250K pixel, IP68 weatherproof color camera
•18 infrared illuminators provide 50' of night vision
•Audio feature allows you to hear what is behind you
•Cable length 66' per camera
•Only one 12V power supply connection at monitor
•Multiplexer allows you to connect up to 3 cameras
•1 year warranty
MCRV702 7" Camera Kit, 2 Cameras $429.95
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5" Wireless Rear View Camera

•Commercial grade, weather proof, and shock resistant
•Crystal clear 5" color monitor powers with cigarette lighter plug 
•Monitor has dash or windshield suction cup mount
•130° view, 250K pixel, IP68 weatherproof color camera
•18 infrared illuminators provide night vision
•100ft wireless range
•Camera transmitter requires 12V power (cable included)
•No interference with aluminum trailers
•1 year warranty
MCRV520 5" Wireless Camera Kit $359.95

WIFI Hitch Camera

•Use your hand-held Android or Apple device up to 50' away
•Uses free app called RoadVue™ on your smart device
•IP67 weatherproof, color camera with powerful magnetic base
•6 infrared illuminators provide 30' of night vision
•Stick it to your bumper to hook up your trailer, the back of your RV 
to back into your campsite, store it in your console for next time!
•Aluminum trailers can hinder wireless transmitting. 
•1 year warranty
MCRV352 WIFI Hitch Camera $189.95

3.5" Wireless Hitch-Up Camera

•3.5" LCD monitor mounted on cigarette lighter plug stem
•6 infrared illuminators provide 30' of night vision
•Perfect for hooking up trailers
•120° view, IP68 weatherproof color camera with magnetic base
•Camera uses standard 9v battery (approximately 5 hours battery life)
•75' wireless range
•Aluminum trailers can hinder wireless transmitting. 
•1 year warranty
MCRV350 Wireless Camera Kit $219.95

4.3" Wireless Rear View Camera

•Commercial grade, weather proof, and shock resistant
•Crystal clear 4.3" LCD color monitor powers with cigarette lighter 
plug and comes with suction cup mount
•130° view, 250K pixel, IP68 weatherproof color camera
•9 infrared illuminators provide 50' of night vision
•70ft wireless range
•Camera transmitter requires 12V power (cable included)
•Aluminum trailers can hinder wireless transmitting. 
•1 year warranty
MCRV402 Wireless Camera Kit $239.95

MCRV403 License Plate Camera Mounting Bracket $18.95

MCRV403 shown with 
camera installed

•7" full color monitor comes with two mount options•
•Supports up to four cameras at once (Purchase additional cameras)
•150° view, IP68 weatherproof, night vision heated camera
•Wireless camera transmits up to 328 ft.
•Wireless remote for easy operation
•2 year warranty
MCB3210 Wireless Rear View camera $419.95

7" Wireless Rear View Camera

•Easy, do-it-yourself installation uses existing trailer light
•No rewiring required
•LED lights help with nighttime backing
•Hi-definition waterproof camera captures 152° wide view
•Uses Hopkins Towing Solutions Mobile App on your smart device
•Capture photo or video in the app at any moment
•1 year warranty
MC50050 vueSMART Wireless Trailer Camera $132.95

VueSMART Wireless Camera

Wireless Rear View CamerasSince 1989
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No Splicing!  No Mistakes!
Cut your installation time, not your wires...
•Direct plug-in electrical hookup for your towed vehicle
•Exact O.E.M. fit connectors create a perfect weather tight fit
•Plug-In Simple connectors make installation quick and easy
•Many more applications available! 

Year Vehicle Part # Price
12-16 Honda CR-V HT96304 $75.95

07-17 Jeep Wrangler HT96200 $65.95

•TruFit™ Risers allow optimal positioning
•Handle for easy carrying and quick setup
•One cord provides power and break-away braking
•Works on all vehicles, including hybrids
•Includes 15amp charger to maintain towed-vehicle battery
Dual-Mode Braking
The only portable auxiliary braking system that allows you to choose between 
Full and Proportional braking technology at the touch of a button.
•Full Braking removes entire weight of the towed vehicle when stopping
•Proportional Braking mirrors the braking action of the motor home.

Interactive Remote
•Wireless remote allows you to choose between full and proportional braking 
and adjust the sensitivity settings "on-the-fly" from coach.
•Shows braking mode, instant alerts, and diagnostic information.
•BrakeBuddy brings towed vehicle to a controlled stop in a breakaway event
•Remote is AA Battery powered (DC power plug included) 
•Visit www.brakebuddy.com/Towing-Laws.html for state requirements

HD23524 Brake Buddy Select 3 $1,795.00I

Brake Buddy Select 3

#1. Towed Vehicle Wiring Kit

#2. Choose a Flex coil Electrical Cord to 
Connect the two Vehicles (Based on what connector 
your vehicle has, or what you want to have)

HE44FG HE66FG

Both ends of these flex coiled cords are terminated with trailer-end 
connectors. Extensions are night-glow. More options on page 107.
HE44FG 4-way round coiled cable $52.95

HE66FG 6-way round coiled cable $65.95

#3. Choose a receptacle for your motor home 
and a receptacle for your towed vehicle (Based on 
what connector your vehicle has, or what you want to have)

HE4RCC 4-way round connector $7.99

HE6MC 6-way round connector $8.39

HE4RCC
HE6MC

#4. Optional - Choose Mounting Bracket for 
Receptacles (Based on what connector you chose above for 
your vehicle)

HE4RCB Bracket for 4-way round (not pictured) $1.59

HE6BR Bracket for 6-way round $2.49

HE6BR

HT56305

RV Wiring Kits For Towed Vehicle
Magnetic Lights can be used on your vehicle or use 
a diode kit to utilize your vehicle's existing lights.

HT55999

Tow Bar Wiring & Brake Buddy

Towed Connectors

HT55999- Includes diodes for proper taillight and turn signal power. 
Works on any towed vehicle.
HT56305- Quick Lock allows installation in a snap! Integrated quick 
splice. Weatherproofing grease included.
HT55999 Universal Towed Vehicle Wiring Kit $65.95

HT56305 5 Amp Heavy Diodes, 4-pack $35.95

remote
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Magnetic LED Flasher 
See page 83

•10,500 lb towing capacity
•Weighs 46 lb
•Solid stainless steel connecting arms
•Independent arms for easy hookup
•Storage rod for optional coiled electrical cable
•Stores in multiple positions
•Safety cables and hitch pin included
HD11009 Excali-Bar II Tow Bar $989.00

Excali-Bar II Tow Bar Kwik-Tow Tow Bar

•5,000 lb capacity
•Arm adjustment width from 20" to 36.5"
•Coupler fits 2" hitch ball
•Coiled safety cables included
•Use adapter 9523128 for tab-less baseplate
HD11011 Kwik-Tow Tow Bar $265.00

Commander Tow Bar

•6,000 lb towing capacity
•Weighs only 41 lb
•Independent arms for easy hookup
•Storage rod for optional coiled electrical cable
•Stores in multiple positions. Folded storage size: 5" x 10" x 25"
•Safety cables and hitch pin included
HD11010 Commander Tow Bar $759.95

Most Affordable RV-Mounted 
Tow Bar on the Market!

HD23003- Rated 12,000 lb as a pair with tow bar only
HD23055- Rated at 14,000 lb as a pair with tow bar only
HD23003 Demco Coiled Safety cables (pair) $92.95

HD23055 Demco 64" Straight Safety Cables (pair) $91.95

Tow Bar Accessories

HD23003

Adjustable Tow Bar

•5,000 lb capacity
•Arm adjustment width from 26" to 41"
•Coupler fits 2" hitch ball
•Light-weight 31 lbs.
HATOWR Adjustable Tow Bar $119.95

Tow Bars

POD Hazard Warning Lights
page 83

Sliding Winch Binders 
& Straps
page 46
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